BLACK STAR
DARKEDEN VERSION V2

TERMS OF AGREEMENT
This agreement describes the Terms on which DarkEden Black Star
offers you access to an account and client which you use to
participate in the Massively Multiplayer Online Role-playing Game
(MMORPG)- "DarkEden", version 2.
You agree that the use of the software is at your sole risk.
We provide the software, the game, and all other services *as
is*.
We disclaim all warranties or conditions of any kind, expressed,
implied or statutory, including without limitation the implied
warranties of title, non-infringement, merchantability and
fitness for a particular purpose.
We do not ensure continuous, error-free, secure or virus-free
operation of the software, the game, or your account.
We are not liable for any lost profits or special, incidental or
consequential damages arising out of or in connection with the
game, including, but not limited to, loss of data, items,
accounts, or characters from errors, system downtime, or
adjustments of the gameplay that are beyond our control.
While you are playing DarkEden, you must abide by all of the
terms of service that are stated on this page.
If you violate any of these terms of service, your account could
be removed and all other services revoked.

LAW OF THE SERVER
Part 1. "Pretending to be DarkEden Black Star Staff"
Do not use any variation of Administrator (ADM); Game Master
(GM) / Moderator (MOD), Helper in your username, character's
name, guild name and guild title.
Do not attempt to impersonate by saying you are a ADM, GM,
MOD or HELPER.
Impersonation of another player is considered an attempt to
scam players.
Part 2. "Disturb a Staff"
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Do not ask to Staff, if You can or How is possible to become
a Game Master or other position in server.
Staff are chosen by the administration.
Do not ask to Staff for items, teleportation or any other
things that is unfair to other players.
Part 3. "Illegal use of Programs"
Do not use any third party programs.
This includes, but is not limited, to:
"Macros" - use of a program that allows your character to
interact with the gameserver (Casting, moving, auto clicker, etc)
without you actually being present.
"Hacks" - any kind of programs that allows your character to
do things that would not be possible in normal conditions or
attack the server.
"Other" - and any other third party programs or files to
play.
Part 4. "Modify Game Client"
Use only Download section in the official website to
download our server game Client.
Do not modify the game files.
(Please report any suspicious equipment that one has, we
would verify if it's an edited item or not.)
Part 5. "Player's Good Behaviour Manual"
You come to Play DarkEden private server to Enjoy it.
So please - try to be polite and useful to all, as you want
them to be with you.
On the server isn't allowed the Verbal abuse!
Do not block NPC's or entrances by standing with your
character.
Part 6. "Scamming, Cheating and Harassing"
Do not attempt to cheat the server or any individual player.
This includes, but is not limited to scamming, which is
tricking another player into giving you items or money for
something, that you really don't give or do after trade.
Part 7. "Account Management"
You are responsible for your account.
Keep it safe and make good use of it is your own
responsability.
The Darkeden Black Star Team will not manage it for you, not
use it for you and will never ask your account details.
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As long as you make good use of it and respect our community
not breaking any of our rules you are very welcome here.
Part 8. "Achievements Management"
Everything you get in the game are achievements.
This includes, but is not limited to: characters, items and
money.
Buying, selling, trading, giving away, sharing accounts,
items, chracters or any other game related goods and achievements
is allowed and it isn't illegal, but the Darkeden Black Star Team
may not help you, if you get scammed and (or) lose it by any way.
All activities are done at your own risk!
Troublesome
and
suspicious
cases
MAY
BE
analysed,
investigated and judged by our staff without further notice.
(When a case is under investigation, all involved accounts
may be banned until the end of the investigation.)
Part 9. "Advertisement"
Do not attempt to promote any other referral site and/or
gameserver of any kind that's not affiliated with DarkEden Black
Star.
If you would like to promote something other than DarkEden
Black Star, contact Us about affiliations.
Part 10. "Personal Information"
We collect information from you when you register on our
website.
When registering or using on our site, as appropriate, you
will be asked to enter personal information :
1. First Name;
2. Sex;
3. E-Mail adress;
And Your own made Password and PIN code.
As well we get and collect the all IP adresses that have
been acsessed the our official website or our game Client.
To increase Your security level, plaese, don't use the same
Username, Password or PIN code, that you have been used somewere
else.
Don't include in Username, Password or PIN code letters and
numbers of Your Personal Information, or letters and numbers in a
row.
Keep in mind that provide true information increases your
own security and personalization regarding use of our services.
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POLICY PRIVACY
The information we collect from you may be used in the
following ways:
1. To personalize your experience, your information helps us
to better respond to your individual needs.
2. To improve our website, we continually strive to improve
our website offerings based on the information and feedback we
receive from you.
3. To improve customer service, your information helps us to
more effectively respond to your customer service requests and
support needs.
4. To process transactions, your information, whether public
or private, will not be sold, exchanged, transferred, or given to
any other company for any reason whatsoever, without your
consent, other than for the express purpose of delivering the
purchased product or service requested.
5. To send periodic emails to your email address you provide
may be used to send you information, respond to inquiries, and
(or) other requests or questions.
We implement a variety of security measures to maintain the
safety of your personal information when you enter, submit, or
access your personal information.
We offer the use of a secure server.
When you acquire market points, your personal information
(credit card number, expiration date, cvc number) are sent to the
financial intermediary server, and we never have access to those
information.
Those sites have entirely responsibility for keeping your
data confidential.
After a transaction, your private information (credit cards,
social security numbers, financials, etc.) will not be stored on
our servers.
We do not sell, trade, or otherwise transfer to outside
parties your personally identifiable information.
This does not include trusted third parties who assist us in
operating our website, conducting our business, or servicing you,
so long as those parties agree to keep this information
confidential.
We may also release your information when we believe release
is appropriate to comply with the law, enforce our site policies,
or protect ours or others rights, property, or safety.
However, non-personally identifiable visitor information may
be provided to other parties for marketing, advertising, or other
uses.
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Occasionally, at our discretion, we may include or offer
third party products or services on our website. These third
party sites have separate and independent privacy policies.
We therefore have no responsibility or liability for the
content and activities of these linked sites.
Nonetheless, we seek to protect the integrity of our site
and welcome any feedback about these sites.
This Policy Privacy applies only to information collected
through our website and not to information collected offline.
By using our website and game Client, you consent to our
DarkEden Black Star Official Policy Privacy.
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